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The only survivors of 150 people who walked from Lodz to Berlin. 1945 
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Belgian refugees awaiting transportation.1945 



Introduction

UN General Assembly, 1948

All human beings are born

free and equal in dignity

and rights. They are

endowed with reason and

conscience and should act

towards one another in a

spirit of brotherhood.
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UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon (2010) paraphrasing Mahatma Gandhi (attr.)

A society is judged by its 
treatment of its weakest 
and most vulnerable 
members.
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People walking from Aleppo, Syria to Röszke, Hungary. 2015 
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Syrian family in Passau, Germany. 2015



LINGUISTIC INTEGRATION OF ADULT MIGRANTS: 
REQUIREMENTS AND LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
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September – December 2018

government-affiliated respondents
40 member states (41)

non-government-affiliated respondents
21 member states 



September – December 2018

A-set: government-affiliated respondents
40 member states (41)

B-set: non-government-affiliated respondents
21 member states 



A-set 

≠

B-set 

>> Publicly available documentation



Beware:
The total number of responses may differ from one requirement to the 

next.

The data we present show the situation in December 2018. 



Of the 41 contexts surveyed:

No 
requirement

Pre-entry Temporary 
residency

Permanent 
residency

Citizenship

117 13 21 33



C2 Can understand with ease virtually everything heard or read.

Can express him/herself spontaneously, very fluently and precisely

C1 Can understand a wide range of demanding, longer texts, and recognise implicit meaning.

Can use language flexibly and effectively for social, academic and professional purposes

B2 Can understand the main ideas of complex text on both concrete and abstract topics

Can interact so fluently that it allows for a natural conversation with native speakers

B1 Can understand the main points of clear standard input on familiar matters

Can deal with most situations likely to arise whilst travelling

A2 Can communicate in simple and routine tasks

Can use simple language to describe his/her background and matters of immediate need.

A1 Can use everyday expressions and very basic phrases to satisfy concrete needs

Can interact in a simple way if the other person talks slowly and clearly and is ready to

help.

Language requirements
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No language or KoS requirements: 7*

* But these countries may have other requirements
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Pre-entry language requirements: 11

Listening Reading Speaking Writing

Austria A1 A1 A1 A1

France A1 A1 A1 A1

Germany A1 A1 A1 A1

Hungary Unspecified

Lithuania Unspecified

Netherlands A1 A1

North Macedonia Unspecified

Poland A2 A2 A2 A2

Romania A1 A1 A1 A1

Turkey A1 A1 A1 A1

UK A1 A1
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Temporary residency language or KoS requirements: 13



Listening Reading Speaking Writing

Austria A2 A2 A2 A2

France A1 A1 A1 A1

Germany A1 A1 A1/A2 A1

Greece A2 A2 A2 A2

Hungary Unspecified

Italy A2

Malta Unspecified

Netherlands A2 A2 A2 A2

Romania A1 A1 A1 A1

Turkey <A1 <A1 <A1 <A1

UK A2/B1 B1 A2/B1 B1

Temporary residency language requirements: 11
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Austria A2 A2 A2 A2

France A1 A1 A1 A1

Germany A1 A1 A1/A2 A1

Greece A2 A2 A2 A2

Hungary Unspecified

Italy A2

Malta Unspecified

Netherlands A2 A2 A2 A2

Romania A1 A1 A1 A1

Turkey <A1 <A1 <A1 <A1
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Temporary residency language requirements: 11

Temporary residency KoS requirements: 9



Permanent residency language or KoS requirements: 21



Listening Reading Speaking Writing

Austria A2 A2 A2 A2

Belgium (Fl.) A2 A2 A2 A2

Cyprus A2 A2 A2 A2

Czech Republic A1 A1 A1 A1

Denmark B1 B1 B1 B1

France A2 A2 A2 A2

Germany B1 B1

Greece A2 A2 A2 A2

Iceland Unspecified

Italy A2 A2 A2 A2

Lithuania Unspecified

Luxembourg A2 A2 A2 A2

Malta Unspecified

Netherlands A2 A2 A2 A2

North Macedonia Unspecified

Norway A1

Portugal A2 A2 A2 A2

Russia A2 A2 A2 A2

Switzerland A2 A1 A2 A1

UK B1 B1 B1 B1

Permanent residency language requirements: 20
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Czech Republic A1 A1 A1 A1

Denmark B1 B1 B1 B1

France A2 A2 A2 A2

Germany B1 B1

Greece A2 A2 A2 A2

Iceland Unspecified

Italy A2 A2 A2 A2

Lithuania Unspecified

Luxembourg A2 A2 A2 A2

Malta Unspecified

Netherlands A2 A2 A2 A2

North Macedonia Unspecified

Norway A1

Portugal A2 A2 A2 A2

Russia A2 A2 A2 A2

Switzerland A2 A1 A2 A1

UK B1 B1 B1 B1
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Permanent residency language requirements: 20

Permanent residency KoS requirements: 14
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Citizenship

Listening Reading Speaking Writing

Albania Unspecified

Armenia Unspecified

Austria B2 B2 B2 B2

Belgium (Fl.) A2 A2 A2 A2

Belgium (Fr.) A2 A2 A2 A2

Croatia Unspecified

Czech Republic B1 B1 B1 B1

Denmark B2 B2 B2 B2

Finland B1 B1 B1 B1

France B1 B1 B1 B1

Germany B1 B1 B1 B1

Greece B2 B2 B2 B2

Hungary Unspecified

Iceland B1 B1 B1 B1

Italy B1 B1 B1 B1

Latvia Unspecified

Lithuania Unspecified

Luxembourg B1 A2

Malta Unspecified

Moldova B2 B2 B2 B2

Netherlands A2 A2 A2 A2

North Macedonia Unspecified

Norway A2

Poland B1 B1 B1 B1

Portugal A2 A2 A2 A2

Romania A1 A1 A1 A1

Russian Federation A2 A2 A2 A2

Slovak Republic Unspecified

Slovenia A2 A2 A2 A2

Spain A2 A2 A2 A2

Switzerland B1 A2 B1 A2

Turkey Unspecified

UK B1 B1 B1 B1



Citizenship language requirements: 33 

Citizenship KoS requirements: 16
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Research-based: 

8 member states

How can the same intended purpose 

lead to such a wide spread in 

requirements?

(see Böcker & Strik, 2011: 182)



Standardized tests & quality control: 7 member states
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Requirements Pre-entry & temporary residency quite rare
Permanent residency & citizenship quite common

Level Substantial divergence for same purpose
Often no clear rationale 

Tests Omnipresent in the policies
Often no quality control
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• Data (36 countries)

• Points of reflection



Language courses: 94%

Hours provided n countries

0 – 250 11

250 – 500 8

500 – 1000 4

1000 – 1500 1

2000 – 3000 0

3000+ 0



36% no teachers’ specific training 

42% no teachers’ monitoring 
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learners
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Unaccompanied
minors

Minors outside
the compulsory

school

One third of the countries provide free courses for specific 
vulnerable groups of migrants (e.g., refugees, minors or 
illiterates)



Hours provided n countries

General courses 
(unspecified migrants)

Specific courses 
(low-literate migrants)

0 – 250 11 13

250 – 500 8 4

500 – 1000 4 2

1000 – 1500 1 2

2000 – 3000 0 1

3000+ 0 0

Despite the fact that low-literate learners generally need 

more time to acquire a language, they rarely receive 

more hours to compensate for their learning pace



KoS courses (1) 
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KoS courses (2) 
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Point of reflection (1)  

• Substantial variation in learning opportunities



Point of reflection (2)  
• Few connections between learning and assessment
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Point of reflection (3)  
• Plurilingualism: issues of awareness



Point of reflection (4)  

• Language learning is not equally easy for all 
learners: refugee status and lack of literacy are 
often present in the same learners’ profile





• KoS-courses (and KoS tests for permanent 
residency) are provided in 28 different languages

• Specific courses for low-literate migrants: up to 
3,000 hours

• Compulsory schools: learning modules in the 
languages of origin

• Migrants receive an exemption from 
government-provided language tests by 
attending language courses

• Language and KoS test: only speaking

31 December 2018



• KoS-courses (and KoS tests for permanent 
residency) are provided in 28 different languages

• Specific courses for low-literate migrants: up to 
3,000 hours

• Compulsory schools: learning modules in the 
languages of origin

• Migrants receive an exemption from 
government-provided language tests by 
attending language courses

• Language and KoS test: only speaking

16 October 2019: 

is it still valid?



Learning opportunities too often are:

• Related to projects (i.e. AMIF), not provided 
on regular basis, according to a systematic 
and structural national policy

• Focused only on the CEFR level provided 
as target requisite

• Characterized by a “competition” between 
educational and vocational training



Which goals? 



• If the goal is to ensure that the migrant population 
learns the language of the host country and has 
knowledge of the society, language and knowledge 
of society courses are to be preferred over 
requirements (CoE/ALTE report: 2019)

Which goals? 

“Rather than promoting testing, offering language 

courses [...] may offer greater advantages without 

running the risk of excluding migrants” 

(Parliamentary Assembly, Recommendation 2034: 2014)



• If the goal is to promote the societal integration of 
migrants, language courses are likely to be more 
effective to foster and facilitate the process of 
integration (CoE/ALTE report: 2019)

Which goals? 

“Languages are essential for building social 

cohesion, intercultural understanding and respect of 

diversity […] Linguistic integration is only one aspect 

in the process”
(Council of Europe: 2016)





Berry: 1997

1. Integration = coo presence A and B

2. Assimilation = only B and not A

3. Separation = only A and not B

4. Marginalization = not A and not B

A. Culture of origin: safeguard 

B. Culture of host society: openness 

Interculture Segregation

1

2 3

4
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Development from 2007 to 2018 (3)
Recommendations

Cecilie Hamnes Carlsen
70
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19 countries

Austria, Belgium (Fl.), Belgium (Fr.), Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, 
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, San Marino, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the UK



Countries with language and/or KoS requirements in 2007



Countries with language and/or KoS requirements in 2018





As it is difficult to see why some countries should
have higher requirements than others for the same
need, these differences throw doubt on the argument
that immigrants need the knowledge they are
required to demonstrate in order to successfully
integrate.

(Böcker & Strik, 2011: 182)



Merging of levels to ease comparison over time:

• member states/regions with no requirements were omitted

• in-between levels or dual levels recoded to the lowest level
• A1/A2 > A1

• A2/B1 > A2

• B1/B2 > B1

• requirements in some but not all skills recoded to full levels
• A2 in one/some skills > A2

• A2 in some skills, B1 in some skills > B1
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Pre-entry requirements – all participating countries



Pre-entry requirements – subset of countries (n=19)



Permanent residency – all participating countries



Permanent residency – subset of countries (n=19)



Citizenship – all participating countries



Citizenship – subset of countries (n=19)



Summing up trends over time:

More countries set requirements in 2018 than in earlier years

The requirements are getting stricter

Prior to entry: 
more countries set requirements

the requirements are getting stricter

A1 replaces other levels 

Permanent residency:
more countries set requirements

the requirements per se are not getting stricter

A2 replaces other levels

Citizenship:
the number of countries setting requirements have doubled

the requirements are getting stricter

B1 replaces other levels



It appears in some cases that language requirements aim at
hindering migration and/or integration rather than facilitating
integration. (Pulinx, van Avermaet, Extramiana, 2014: iii)

The purpose of introducing
stricter integration law
and language and KoS

requirements:

«to make it less 
attractive to apply for 

asylum in Norway»



Development from 2007 to 2018
Recommendations
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1. LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES

It is important that migrants receive adequate and affordable 
opportunities to learn the language and gain the necessary knowledge 
of society (KoS). 

 tailored to learners

sufficient & affordable

high quality material 

qualified teachers

 use of learners’ L1



2. PROMOTING INTEGRATION

It has been shown that language and knowledge of society tests do not 
facilitate or measure societal integration. In fact, language and 
knowledge of society tests can lead to alienation from the host society

 language courses
rather than language
tests

KoS courses rather
than KoS tests

Photo: Shutterstock.com



3. PAYING PARTICULAR ATTENTION TO VULNERABLE GROUPS

In designing migration and integration policies, some groups of migrants 
receive comparably little attention. The requirements are not equally 
attainable for all learners.

 levels above A1 in writing may be 
unattainable for low-literate

 tailored courses and assessment

exemptions from requirements

 refugees and those eligible for 
subsidiary protection should not 
be required to meet conditions 
that may put their current and 
future safety at risk

Photo: LESLLA.org



4. TEST QUALITY
When tests have important impact on peoples’ lives and prospects, the test 
instruments should hold high quality. The principle of equality and fairness is 
central to good practice in assessment, fairness, in this context, implying that 
all applicants for residency, citizenship or entry to a country have equal 
opportunity to meet the requirements

high quality tests

quality control

computer training if needed

compulsory tests should be free of charge

 if KoS tests are used, they should be in a 
familiar language

based on needs analyses



5. RESPONSIBLE USE OF TESTS

If language and/or KoS tests are used to control access to citizenship, 
residency and entry, they may have a severe impact on peoples’ lives and 
prospects. They should be used with great responsibility and 
consideration for the human rights of the test takers. 

The use of pre-entry tests in the context of family reunification is strongly 
discouraged

consideration for human rights of test takers

 investigate impact and consequences

consult language test experts

Photo: Bergen kommune



6. RESPONSIBLE USE OF THE CEFR

There are certain responsibilities when using the CEFR to determine 
language requirements in migration or integration policies.

well-informed and responsible use

attainable levels

consult language test experts

differentiated requirements
• not above A1 in reading and 

writing

• not above A2 in listening and 
speaking



[Even though] language 
competences are an 
important component for 
integration, they cannot 
be a pre-condition for 
integration, since 
acquiring a language is 
potentially a lifelong 
process. 

(Thalgott, 2017:v)


